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My Joy is the exploration of 
the Tarot with others, that we, 
together, may discover our 
Paths of Light. It is my hope 
that as we All come more into 
our own Light that others will 
be attracted by its loving pull 
of possibility. In this way we 
all become agents of change. 
We can then take the 
responsibility of creating a 
new paradigm of Love, Peace 
and Abundance for All.

Carolyn Ayres

News:  Aries new moon! The world is opening up but what are we opening 
up to?  We don’t know.  So much possibility!  We cannot go back to what we 
were and this is good.  And, we do not know what we shall become.  For 
some, not knowing brings up Fear.  For some, not knowing brings up 
Excitement.  I would suggest sitting with both Fear and Excitement and then, 
yes, let yourself be propelled forward.

With my students and clients, I can see and feel the propulsion of growth that 
is happening.  Everyone is in mid air, working hard to fly and what we all 
keep being told by our Tarot cards and our higher guidance is to just Relax!  

Don’t work so hard.  Allow yourselves to lifted up.  My ongoing mantra.  (-:

Our next celebration on the Celtic Wheel is Beltane!  A time of Maypoles and 
carousing in the fields.  It’s officially May 1 and we will begin the festivities, 
Friday, April 30 at 5PM outside on my deck.  If you are not on my guest list 
and want more information.  Email me.  (-:

Until then: Be Well in Body and Spirit and…

Enjoy the New Moon Tribal Message for all of you in                          
the Soul Collective of my email list.

I encourage you to use the questions I created from the                    
New Moon Reading for your own Tarot reading.  

Discover your individual contribution to the whole.
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Tarot on the Tree of 
Life 

Advanced classes have 
begun.  New sections 

available January 2022
Private mentoring 
always available

with

   The Lightning Path
      Tarot on the Tree of Life
        Class is Full. 
      Next class begins 
        January 2022

    Private mentoring
     always available

Classes, Events, Private Sessions ~ All Levels Welcome!

Call me if 
interested 
in private  
classes or 
mentoring

Tarot As an 
Evolutionary Path 

Classes are full. 
New signups, January 

2022
Private mentoring  
always available 

Private Classes, 
Mentorships& 
Readings with 

Carolyn Available 
in Eureka
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Relax into What Is … Allow…  Enjoy the ride…  


Easy to say.  Difficult in practice…


 We do understand…  And, the question we would ask is: Why 
not?  Why not Allow?  Why not be with What Is?  What are you 
afraid will happen? If you do not resist?  For some it is fear of 
losing their sanity.  For most, it is the fear of losing control.  If you 
relax… allow… who, then, is in charge?  What, then, moves you 
through the day?  


We would say: Desire  Will…  The Desire and Will of the Greater You, for you are not what 
you think you are.  You are so much more.  When you realize how vast you are, you will not 
fear the little things.  When you realize your immensity of energetic Being, you will 
understand that you are part of a greater expansion of energy moving the World itself.


But where are we moving? a voice asks…  Forward… Outward, we would say, not back 
wards.  Many of you are scrambling to get back to how it was.   We would say that is not 
possible.  And, we would ask:  Why would you want to go backwards?.  You have all been 
given a mighty push forwards and yes, there is fear.  You do not know where this tremendous 
leap is taking you.  And, we would say, you are still in midair.  You 
haven’t landed yet.  


So what to do with this mid air feeling?  Relax…  Trust that the 
Winds of Life itself are carrying you.  Allow What Is to Be.  Allow 
What Will to happen. It is all part of the forward movement.  You 
call it evolution.  


So, do not resist but take advantage of the situation.  Let it 
work for you. Allow the Cosmos to give its Gifts.  Be Present so 
that you may receive these Gifts each day.  Be open to what is 
happening around you.  Take pleasure in the small daily 
moments and Receive… Receive… 


Expect to receive miracles and magic.  


Expect to receive Love…


Message for the New Moon  
of April 2021

www.tarotofbecoming.com
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Reading for the Tribe for the New Moon 
of April, 2021

Card One               
               What are We, in this Collective of Souls, being asked to Relax into?
       

   Card Two                                
What limits Us as we leap forward?

Card Three
                        A helper for us in midair?               

Card Four
                   How to receive the Gift the Cosmos has for Us today?   
    

 

   New Moon Reading Questions  
I ask what We, as a collective of souls, can learn from the message I received 

                                    carolyn@tarotofbecoming.com 

mailto:carolyn@tarotofbecoming.com?subject=
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Card One
 What are We, in this Collective of Souls, 
being asked to Relax into? 

The Eight of Disk/Pentacles is a solid physical reality card. 
In other words, being present in our bodies. Self care.  
Tuning into and listening to ourselves to feel what is right 
for us individually as we come back into the world again. 
Notice how the flowers are being protected from the bright 
sun.  We are like a plant that has been dormant and is now 
beginning to flower again.  We need to nurture this growth, 
this blooming.  With this card, we are being asked to relax 
and open slowly.   Relax and root down into our physical 
selves.  Relax into our Natural being. 

 Notice the word for this card is Prudent.  Don’t take on too 
much.  No need to jump back into it all again.  Listen to 
your rooted Self.  Allow the new growth to blossom.

  Card Two                                
What limits Us as we leap forward? 

The Thoth image of The Chariot shows the Soul 
preparing for its purpose in the world. The Soul is the 
Charioteer, in its golden armor, preparing to move 
forward in its vehicle, the Chariot, which is your 
personality and body. If we look at this card answering 
the question: what is limiting us as we leap forward,  one 
might say it is our Soul that is holding us back.  There is 
a timing aspect here.  Perhaps our Soul is saying: Wait.   
Be Present… Sit with this question: How to live as a 
Soul in human form?  How do to leap forward as a Soul 
living in physical reality with a personality?  So,  
perhaps the only limiting factor here the need to take the 
time to balance body, mind, soul and spirit.  Perhaps 
when we are Whole, embracing all that we are, we can 
then Fly!
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Card Three
A helper for us in midair?               

Again we have a card of physical reality, the Nine of 
Disk/Pentacles, a card of the wealth of physicality.  So 
I would say our helper in this process of leaping, is 
Gratitude for we have.  This collective on my email list 
is very blessed.  None of us, as far as I know, are 
homeless or starving…  Most of us have enjoyable 
work that sustains us.  So the most helpful thing we 
can do for ourselves and the world is to be Present and 
Receive the abundant gifts of this amazing moment in 
humanity’s evolution.

Card Four
 How to receive the Gift the Cosmos has for 
Us today?

So the gift for today is to look at our interfering mind, Eight 
of Swords.  Hmmm ..Perhaps today is the day to look at how 
our intellect blocks receiving what is available to us in every 
moment.  Joy  Beauty  Love  Look at how we get caught up in 
the Two Swords of duality, of right and wrong, this or that. 
This card asks us to just observe our mind, how much it wants 
to control the situation. How our minds tie us up with doubts, 
fears and analysis which keeps us questioning our worthiness 
of receiving.  Instead, fully embrace and receive the gifts of 
this physical existence, Nine of Disks/Pentacles. Go out and 
dig into the earthsoil. Be Present in your body, Eight of 
Disks/Pentacles. Nurture and strengthen yourself physically, 
mentally, and spiritually, readying yourself for your Soul’s 
work, the Chariot.   Then, when we land in the new 
paradigm, we will know what is needed of us.

mailto:carolyn@tarotofbecoming.com
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Carolyn Ayres
website:   

www.tarotofbecoming.com

email:
carolyn@tarotofbecoming.com

www.facebook.com/Tarot-of-Becoming

707-442-4240

The Tarot cards featured in the Tarot of Becoming newsletter 
can be purchased here:

The Star Deck
www.cathymcclelland.com

The Thoth Deck 
www.amazon.com

Now it’s your turn.  
Do this month’s reading for yourself to see 

where you, as an individual, can contribute to 
the whole.

As always I welcome your 
ideas, questions and comments.

www.tarotofbecoming.com

http://www.cathymcclelland.com
http://www.tarotofbecoming.com
http://www.facebook.com/Tarot-of-Becoming
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